STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 2, 2015

TO:

City Council

FROM:

Mike Webb, Community Development and Sustainability Department Director
Mitch Sears, Sustainability Manager

SUBJECT:

Community Choice Energy Advisory Committee Progress Report

Recommendations
1. Receive Advisory Committee report, key findings, and recommendations.
2. Concur with the Advisory Committee recommendation that Community Choice Energy
(CCE) is a good fit for Davis.
3. Provide guidance on priorities for a CCE program in Davis that will shape next steps and
final recommendations from the Advisory Committee and staff on what type of CCE
program is best suited for Davis.
Council Goals
Exploration of a Community Choice Energy program (CCE) addresses the Council goal of
pursuing environmental sustainability and conserving natural resources and protecting the
environment. Specifically, the action is an implementation step for the Council Goal #3,
Objective #5 to “Form advisory committee to explore options related to Community Choice
Energy and make recommendations on CCE to City Council.”
Fiscal Impact
Costs incurred to date in the exploration of CCE have been absorbed in the department budget.
Costs associated with further analysis of CCE programs and the continuing function of the
Advisory Committee is staff time and consultant services.
If the Council provides direction to join Marin Clean Energy (MCE), staff would return with a
detailed recommendation and funding request. Other cities that have recently joined MCE have
paid less than $50,000 for community energy load data analysis and to develop a basic
community outreach plan related to MCE membership.
If the Council provides direction to proceed with additional analysis of forming an independent
CCE program, the proposed budget for next fiscal year includes funding that can support
necessary consultant analysis of anticipated work by the Advisory Committee. Staff anticipates
expenditure of less than $20,000 for consultant services associated with exploring what type of
CCE program is best suited for Davis. Staff would return in late summer with a detailed
recommendation and funding request to move into CCE implementation stages.
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Background
The City has studied local energy options in the past. Within the past 10 years Davis voted to
join SMUD during the failed Yolo County SMUD annexation process, had the highest “no” vote
percentage of any California city for a statewide initiative that would have restricted local power
choices (Prop 16), and recently studied alternative structures for local power. In February the
Council appointed the Community Choice Energy Advisory Committee (Committee) to explore
the possible establishment of a CCE program in Davis. The Committee was given the following
tasks and with the submission of this progress report has reported back to the Council in the
timeframe requested:
1. Work on defined objectives, within the defined time frame, to produce materials that will
assist the City in determining the advantages and disadvantages of joining an existing
CCE or forming a new CCE for Davis.
2. In coordination with the City’s Natural Resource Commission, plan, organize, and
conduct at least one public workshop to solicit community input on implementing a CCE
in Davis, including inviting appropriate speakers or others to make presentations at this
forum(s).
3. Identify and interview persons with specific expertise in the implementation of CCE’s.
4. Identify potential public education materials that would be helpful in informing the Davis
community about CCE’s.
5. Identify potential partners and partnerships, which the City may wish to pursue in
implementing a CCE.
6. Research CCE’s in other locations, develop detailed descriptions of these programs, and
provide written reports to City staff.
7. Author a report, in coordination with City staff, to the City Council with its findings and
recommendations.
A Council Sub-committee on CCE’s was formed (Davis and Frerichs) who provided feedback to
staff and the Committee and led the mid-April community forum.
The purpose of this staff report is to:
1. Transmit the Committee’s report that summarizes its activities, key findings, and initial
set of recommendations.
2. Identify and outline key trade-offs related to the different types of CCE programs that
could potentially be established in Davis.
3. Outline next steps and seek City Council direction on priorities
Analysis
CCE Advisory Committee
The ten-member Committee held nine public meetings over the past three months to explore two
basic questions:
1. Is a CCE program a good fit for Davis?
2. If so, what type of CCE program is the best fit for Davis?
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The Committee developed a work plan and decision criteria that guided their work. They
developed a community outreach plan that included FAQ’s posted to the City’s web page,
presentations to local business and community service groups, and hosted two public forums to
gather community input and learn from existing CCE programs (i.e. Marin Clean Energy and
Sonoma Clean Power). They received presentations from an additional CCE program (City of
Lancaster), as well as from a CCE non-profit organization (LEAN Energy) and a for-profit firm
that assists cities with setting up local CCE programs (California Clean Power). The
presentations from each organization are summarized below and included as attachments to this
report. In addition, the April 23, 2015 public forum is available to view on the City’s web site at:
http://city-council.cityofdavis.org/on-going-committees/community-choice-energy-advisorycommittee/community-choice-energy---resource-materials-documents
LEAN Energy. With beginnings in Marin, LEAN Energy is a non-profit membership
organization that promotes the establishment of CCE programs across the country.
LEAN Energy provided the Committee and staff with a comprehensive look at current
CCE activities in California and an overview of the benefits and barriers to establishing
CCE programs. They used MCE and Sonoma Clean Power as case studies to illustrate
the establishment process and operations of a CCE program. LEAN also outlined the
basic risks and risk management strategies typically associated with CCE programs:
o Rate Competition/Market Fluctuation: Power market expertise and wellcrafted power RFPs are essential; Long and short term contracts; Diversified
supply portfolio, owned assets, and “value add” programs.
o Customer Opt-Out: Competitive rates are a must; Articulate additional
consumer and community benefits; Opt-outs in CA typically in 10%-20% range.
o Political: Align CCA to local policy objectives; Appeal to both progressive and
conservative minds by making the environmental AND business case. Robust
community engagement is essential.
o Regulatory/Legislative: PUC decisions may adversely affect CCA, and
legislation (eg: AB 2145) can change program viability; Participate in the
regulatory and legislative process.
In addition, LEAN also outlined the various approaches to establishing or joining a CCE
program including the need to research and understand the costs/benefits of each
approach and base the City’s approach on local priorities.
California Clean Power. California Clean Power is a private firm that is seeking to work
with communities to launch local CCE programs. Currently they are involved in the
exploration process with several California cities and counties but have not yet completed
the set-up of a local CCE program. They summarized a low up-front cost, low effort
approach to setting up and running a Davis local CCE program described by one of the
Committee members as “CCE in a box”. They guarantee a modest return for the local
jurisdiction and keep a portion of the rates paid by the CCE energy customers. The
energy rates are determined by the local jurisdiction and depend on factors such as the
percentage of renewable energy in the overall energy mix. California Clean Power
negotiates power contracts independent of the local jurisdiction.
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City of Lancaster. The City of Lancaster is currently the only “stand alone” CCE
program in California; the program launched in spring of this year and is set to expand to
all City ratepayers later in 2015. The Committee received a presentation from
Lancaster’s Assistant City Manager and their program consultant firm (that also consults
with MCE). Lancaster outlined an approach that emphasized GHG reduction, local
economic development, and economic benefit to the City. As described by their
Assistant City Manager, Lancaster is taking an entrepreneurial approach to provide
benefits to ratepayers and the City while moving toward their net zero energy goals. He
described their experiences in moving through the local decision making process and
state regulatory process. He also discussed risk management and the worst case scenario
of a mass exit of participants. In what he believed was that very unlikely scenario, the
City would simply become a wholesale power supplier and sell its existing power
contracts back into the wholesale market at whatever the current price might be. His
assessment was that the risk was acceptable to his community given their overall goals.
He indicated a willingness to discuss possible partnership with Davis if it made sense to
both communities. Staff has conducted follow-up discussions with Lancaster and it
remains a possible approach requiring additional investigation.
Sonoma Clean Power (SCP). Sonoma Clean Power provided a presentation and
answered questions at the April 23rd community forum that attracted more than 50
community members. SCP’s presentation outlined their establishment process and
current program including rates. They emphasized the need to engage the community
and clearly communicate how CCE works and what benefits and risks are associated with
these types of programs. SCP outlined their perspective on risk as follows:
o Joint Powers Authority is valuable to shield member general funds
o Pre-plan how cities can leave program, due to long-term supply contracts
o Hire real wholesale market experts to manage supply portfolio and compliance
Retail experience with energy and renewables is virtually unrelated
Industry is heavily regulated (surprise!)
o Streamline contracting process with industry metrics (value at risk instead of
dollars) to allow flexible response to real-time market
In addition, SCP provided the following information on its local economic development
impact:
o
o
o
o

Average electric service savings = 7% on total charges
Bonding capacity in 4 years
Over $60 million invested in Sonoma County in first three years
Active business partnerships

Marin Clean Energy (MCE). Marin Clean Energy was the second presenter at the April
23rd public forum. MCE’s presentation outlined their establishment process and current
program including rates. The presentation focused on their work to address early
challenges to their program and the growth in interest in participating in their program.
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They addressed special programs and rates such as net energy metering for small roof-top
solar systems and their feed-in tariff program for large scale renewable projects. They
also summarized energy cost savings to MCE municipal and school customers:
o City of San Rafael
~$30,000 (2013)
~$47,000 (2014)
o City of Richmond ~$107,000 (2014)
o West Contra Costa Unified School District ~$66,000 (2014)
o City of Novato ~$9,000 (2013)
MCE also outlined their energy efficiency program and several pilot programs they are
engaged in:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Energy Efficiency program, funded by Public Goods Charge at $2 million + per year
Electric vehicle charging stations installed
Home Area Network pilot program with Bidgley (complete)
Commercial customer battery storage pilot program with Tesla (in process)
Residential load-shifting pilot program with Schneider Electric (in process)
No-cost energy assessments for multifamily properties and businesses: Valued at
$3,000 - $5,000
No-cost direct energy efficiency installs for multifamily tenant units
On-bill financing loans with River City Bank
Behavior-based residential efficiency program
Cash rebates (30-55% of project costs) for commercial and multi-family customers

Overall, the five presentations received by the Committee provided specific information that
shaped the Committee’s discussion and progress report. They also provided the opportunity for
the Committee and staff to ask and receive direct responses from both practitioners and
consultants; staff believes this helped bridge information gaps and form a solid foundation for
analysis by the Committee.
Advisory Committee Progress Report
The attached Committee report includes information gathered from the presentations and other
sources and includes the following sections:
A. Key Findings and Recommendations
B. Background and Tasks of the Davis Community Choice Energy (CCE) Advisory
Committee
C. Criteria Used for Evaluation of CCE
D. Information and Resources Used in Deliberations
E. Summary of Findings
F. Recommendations
The report also includes appendices that provide background information on the regulatory
framework for CCE’s as well as a preliminary fiscal analysis by the Committee of existing
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CCE’s and how a Davis CCE might look from a financial perspective if certain assumptions are
applied.
As a summary of the Committee report, the key findings and recommendations are provided
below.
What Is Community Choice Energy?
California law authorizes cities and counties to establish Community Choice Energy
(CCE) programs, with the city or county purchasing electricity for residents and
businesses. Customers may opt-out. The existing utility continues to maintain and
operate the distribution and transmission system, read meters and does the billing.
Advisory Committee’s Key Findings
1) CCE is potentially a good fit for the City and its residents and businesses.
2) Three CCE programs are operating successfully and serving residents and businesses
in 23 California cities and counties; other cities and counties are evaluating CCE
programs for their communities.
3) If the Council wishes to pursue a CCE program, Davis could form its own CCE or
join an existing CCE program.
4) The potential benefits of a CCE outweigh the potential risks.
5) The Committee has some reservations, however, because it lacks sufficiently
detailed information on potential cost risks to the City, and that the community, and
more specifically Davis businesses, have not yet been sufficiently engaged.
6) The Committee requests further guidance from the City Council on how to proceed.
Guidance Requested from Council
The Committee is interested in hearing Council's thinking and direction on the relative
importance of:
1) The degree of local control that is preferred.
2) The development of local energy resources devoted to achieving the City's climate
action and adaptation plan.
3) The amount of staff and monetary resources needed to implement a CCE option.
4) The speed to implement a CCE option.
5) The level of risk acceptable to the City, considering possible mitigation strategies.
Committee Recommendations
1) Pursue development of a CCE program for the City of Davis residents and businesses.
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2) The Committee sees two general directions for pursuing a CCE program. Davis
could:
a) Join the Marin Clean energy CCE program if the emphasis by the Council is on
decreased staff time, reduced upfront monetary requirements, and minimization or
mitigation of economic risk.
b) Pursue a Davis-local CCE program if the Council prefers more local control of
procurement of energy and rate-setting authority, development of local energy
renewable resources (with associated regional economic activity potential), local
administration of energy efficiency programs, future potential expansion of a Davis
local CCE into a Yolo countywide CCE, and accumulation of a revenue reserve
account.
3) The direction the Committee is asking of the Council is not for a decision on which of
these paths to take. Rather, the Committee requests an indication if the Council is
sufficiently interested in further evaluation of the Davis local implementation option
over joining Marin Clean Energy and whether it would value the committee’s
additional effort to develop greater detail on the former option.
4) Most importantly, while the MCE option will not be available indefinitely, moving
further down the pathway to the Davis local option does not immediately foreclose
the MCE choice. In other words, off ramps will still exist from exploring the Davis
implemented option, including joining with other CCEs that may be forming.
The Committee’s full report provides detail about its deliberations and the rationale supporting
its recommendations. Staff assisted in the review of the final report and is in general agreement
with its findings and recommendations.
CCE Program Options
As noted, staff is in general agreement with the Committee findings and recommendations,
including that the potential benefits of a CCE program outweigh the potential risks. Staff also
agrees with the Committee’s analysis related to potential trade-offs between the CCE program
options. The section below is an excerpt from the Committee’s report (Section E) with added
City staff comments in italics on potential trade-offs:
Section E. Recommendation
Although the Committee generally favors a Davis local CCE (with the possibility of later
implementation of a broader Yolo Countywide CCE if other county jurisdictions – the
County and other cities – are interested or partnering with other jurisdictions) over
joining the Marin CCE, the Committee does not have a firm recommendation for the
Council. This is because it was felt that Council's goals and intentions should be
considered before such a final recommendation is made.
In particular, the Committee is interested in hearing Council's thinking and direction to
the Committee on the relative importance of:
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1) The degree of local control over energy procurement, rate-setting policies, energy
efficiency programs, and development of local energy generation sources, such as
solar.
Staff comment on potential trade-offs: Emphasis on a higher degree of local control generally
favors establishing a Davis local CCE program where the City makes decisions independently.
A somewhat lower level of local control is associated with establishing a Yolo County CCE
program because the City would be one vote on a multi-jurisdictional JPA. However, with likely
fewer members than MCE (currently 17), the City would have greater influence over policy and
rate setting in a Yolo County CCE program.
A greater degree of local control places greater responsibilities on the local jurisdiction(s).
2) The development of local energy resources specifically devoted towards achieving
the City's climate action and adaptation plan.
Staff comment on potential trade-offs: Similarly, an emphasis on development of a higher
degree of local energy resources specifically focused on achieving Davis’ local goals generally
favors establishing a Davis local CCE program where the City makes decisions independently.
A somewhat lower level of local control is associated with establishing a Yolo County CCE
program because the City would be one vote on a multi-jurisdictional JPA. However, with likely
fewer members than MCE (currently 17), the City would have greater influence over the
development of local energy sources in a Yolo County CCE program.
3) The amount of Staff time and upfront monetary requirements to implement any CCE
option.
Staff comment on potential trade-offs: Emphasis on minimizing staff time and upfront financial
commitment by the City generally favors joining MCE since it is an established CCE program
and has experience adding new member jurisdictions to its JPA. New member jurisdictions
joining MCE have needed to only make limited staff time commitments and paid fees of less than
$50,000 for analyzing a jurisdiction’s energy load and other costs associated with joining the
JPA. Establishing a new CCE (and potentially forming an associated JPA), is likely to require
significant staff time and financial resources in the initial development and start-up phases of a
Davis local CCE program. After accounting for the scale of a Davis local CCE program,
establishment costs of more than $500,000 are anticipated based on reported costs for start-up
of MCE and Sonoma Clean Power. Once established, existing CCE programs have shown that
with prudent fiscal management it is possible to recover establishment costs within several years
and begin to build financial reserves to enhance the stability of the program. However, since
there are few examples to draw from, it is uncertain if similar financial outcomes could be
achieved.
4) The speed at which a particular implementation option can be deployed.
Staff comment on potential trade-offs: Similarly, an emphasis on minimizing implementation
time generally favors joining MCE since it is an established CCE program and has experience
adding new member jurisdictions to its JPA. Once a jurisdiction has made a decision to join
MCE, it has generally taken six to nine months to begin service. It should be noted that MCE is
not considering new member jurisdictions until Fall of 2015, effectively extending the time
period to join MCE by three to four months. Establishing a new CCE (and potentially forming
an associated JPA), is likely to take twelve to eighteen months. It may be possible to shorten this
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establishment phase somewhat by using existing regulatory documents and contracting with a
consulting firm specializing in CCE establishment, however few consulting firms have practical
experience in launching CCE’s in California.
One of the issues identified during research of CCE program establishment was the time it would
take to launch a program. It is specifically called out for the following reasons:
Renewable Energy Federal Tax Credit Reduction in December 2016. The federal tax
credit is set to be reduced from 30% to 10% for commercial scale renewable energy
projects at the end of December 2016. This is important if the City would like to
incorporate local large scale solar into its CCE program, whether it joins with MCE or
forms its own CCE. With a lead time of a year or more, the expansion of PVUSA from
its current 1Mw to 15+Mw is the clearest example of how the timing of a CCE program
could effect the development of local renewable projects. If the City does not provide
sufficient lead time, renewable power developers will be forced to either forego the
current tax credit or attempt to predict which CCE path Davis will take. It is unclear
how this might impact the development of local renewable projects or whether the power
produced will ultimately be put to local use.
Wholesale energy prices. According to managers of existing CCE programs and subject
matter experts, the current wholesale energy market is favorable for CCE programs.
Delay in joining or forming a CCE program may impact the benefits of CCE if energy
markets shift. Staff is not attempting to predict market prices but points out that joining
a CCE or establishing a new CCE program under current market conditions would be
economically advantageous according to practioners and energy industry experts.
Regulatory challenges. In the past legislative session a Bill was defeated that would have
significantly impacted the viability of either joining or forming a CCE program by
fundamentally changing the process to enroll participants (ratepayers). There are
indications that the introduction of new legislation with a similar goal of curtailing CCE
programs is being considered. Again, staff is not attempting to predict if there will be
legislative action or the outcome if it is introduced, but is noting that there have been
recent challenges.
5) The level of risk acceptable to the City, given possible mitigation strategies.
Staff comment on potential trade-offs: Emphasis on minimizing and managing risk generally
favors joining MCE since it is an established CCE program with existing customers and energy
contracts. In addition, joining a JPA offers risk mitigation for the City since the energy
contracts and obligations are held by the JPA and not the individual members. A Davis local
CCE program would require the City to assume the risk associated with establishing a new CCE
program (e.g. holding long-term power contracts).
An additional risk to note is that once joined with an existing CCE program, there are likely
penalties to withdraw. These would likely come in the form of exit fees paid by ratepayers to
compensate the CCE program for energy contracts and other investments made on behalf of the
ratepayers from the exiting community. It is likely that these exit fees would make a short-term
exit economically infeasible.
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The direction the Committee is asking of the Council at this time is not for a decision on
which of the paths forward to take, but only an indication if the Council is sufficiently
interested in considering the Davis local option that it would value the committee’s
additional effort to develop greater detail on that option.
If the emphasis by the Council is on decreased Staff time, reduced upfront monetary
requirements, and minimization or mitigation of economic risk, then joining the Marin
CCE would presumably be the preferred option. If so directed, the Committee's work
could be concluded quickly, with little additional investigative work required other than
to clarify some financial and legal information from the Marin CCE. Additional outreach,
particularly to the business community is recommended. This could probably be
performed by existing City and Marin CCE staff personnel assigned to this task - possibly
with assistance by the Valley Climate Action Center, Cool Davis, and the Coalition for
Local Power.
If, on the other hand, Council is more interested in local control of procurement of energy
and rate-setting, development of local energy renewable resources (with associated
regional economic activity potential), local administration of energy efficiency programs,
future expansion of a Davis stand-alone CCE into a Yolo Countywide CCE and possible
building up of a profit reserve account over time, then the initial selection of the Davis
stand-alone option would seemingly be the preferred option.
Staff notes that the Committee generally believes there is value in continuing to explore the
Davis local CCE option since it offers the greatest degree of local control. Direction from the
Council on how the factors listed above should be prioritized will allow the Committee and staff
to develop firm recommendations and next steps.
The following decision matrix summarizes the Committee’s analysis of the different CCE
program options and is intended to help organize the Council’s discussion of CCE related
priorities. Staff added several additional factors that may be useful to the Council as it considers
program options.
CCE Type
Davis Local

Guidance Factors

Join MCE

1. The degree of local
control that is
preferred.

CCE program
CCE program
decisions/policy set by
decisions/policy set by
multi-jurisdictional JPA. City.

CCE program
decisions/policy set by
multi-jurisdictional JPA.

Key trade-off:
City one vote on multijurisdictional JPA
(currently 18 member
jurisdictions).

Key trade-off:
City one vote on multijurisdictional JPA.
However, likely fewer
members than MCE and
City would have
influence on how JPA is
structured.
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Guidance Factors

Join MCE

2. The development of
local energy
resources devoted to
achieving the City's
climate action and
adaptation plan.

Currently offering
programs for roof-top
solar (net energy
metering), off-site local
“solar garden” projects
(Local Sol), and
contracts for utility
scale solar projects
(feed-in tariff program).
Note: MCE currently
considers local to be
within 100 miles of its
territory boundaries.
Key trade-off:
Uncertain if Davis
based renewable energy
projects will be selected
for incorporation into
MCE’s energy mix (e.g.
PVUSA).

CCE Type
Davis Local
CCE program
decisions/policy set by
City.

Davis Local + other
Jurisdictions
CCE program
decisions/policy set by
multi-jurisdictional JPA.

3. The amount of staff
and monetary
resources needed to
implement a CCE
option.
4. The speed to
implement a CCE
option.

Relatively low entry
cost and staff
commitment.

Relatively high entry
cost and staff
commitment.

Key trade-off:
City one vote on multijurisdictional JPA.
However, likely fewer
members than MCE and
City would have
influence on integration
of local renewables into
energy mix.
Relatively high entry
cost and staff
commitment.

Relatively quick to
implement; estimate 6
to 9 months. All local
participants served from
beginning of service.

5. The level of risk
acceptable to the
City, considering
possible mitigation
strategies.

Adopt existing
established CCE
program with relative
stability for ratepayers
and limited risk
exposure for City as a
member of a multijurisdictional JPA.

Relatively slow to
implement; estimate 12
to 18 months. In Marin
and Lancaster local
participants phased in
adding additional time
before service began for
different customer types
(e.g. commercial v.
residential).
Formation of new standalone CCE with relative
rate uncertainty and risk
to City as the holder of
wholesale power
contracts. Possible to
manage risk through
contracting with private
firm to take on the risk

Relatively slow to
implement; estimate 12
to 18 months. In Marin
and Lancaster local
participants phased in
adding additional time
before service began for
different customer types
(e.g. commercial v.
residential).
Formation of new JPA
based CCE with relative
rate uncertainty but
reduced risk to City as a
member of a JPA.
Possible to manage
remaining risk through
contracting with private
firm to take on the risk
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Guidance Factors

Other Factors
Consumer Choice

Join MCE

Offers ratepayers 3
additional rate options.

CCE Type
Davis Local
but trade-off for
potential fiscal benefits
and control over power
contracting.

but trade-off for
potential fiscal benefits
and control over power
contracting.

Flexibility to offer
ratepayers additional
rate options.

Flexibility to offer
ratepayers additional
rate options.

Note: All ratepayers
have the option to stay
with PG&E under any
CCE type.

Key trade-off:
Key trade-off:
Rate options set by
multi-jurisdictional JPA. Rate options must be
designed.

Competitive Pricing

Currently offering rates
below existing PG&E
rates for residential and
commercial customers.
Key trade-off:
Rates set by multijurisdictional JPA.

Renewable Energy Mix
Note: PG&E renewable
energy mix at approx.
22% (Source: MCE)

Currently offering 50%
renewable energy mix
in base energy product;
up to 100% for a
premium.
Primary trade-off:
None identified.
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Davis Local + other
Jurisdictions

Flexibility to design rate
structure at or below
existing PG&E rates for
residential and
commercial customers.
Key trade-off:
Ability to set
competitive rates for
single jurisdiction of
Davis’ size uncertain;
may need to rely on
City credit rating to
secure favorable rates
on the wholesale energy
market. Local rate
setting could
contentious.
CCE program
decisions/policy set by
City.

Primary trade-off:
Additional workload for
City Council.

Key trade-off:
Rate options must be
designed by multijurisdictional JPA.
Flexibility to design rate
structure at or below
existing PG&E rates for
residential and
commercial customers.
Key trade-off:
Rates set by multijurisdictional JPA. May
need to rely initially on
jurisdictions credit
ratings to secure
favorable rates on the
wholesale energy
market.

CCE program
decisions/policy set by
multi-jurisdictional JPA.
Primary trade-off:
City one vote on multijurisdictional JPA.
However, likely fewer
members than MCE and
City would have
influence on renewable
energy mix decisions.
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Note: Committee members and staff have held recent discussions with Yolo County Supervisors
and staff on the level of interest by the County in exploring joint work on CCE. Though not yet
considered by the full Board of Supervisors, the preliminary response was positive and a
willingness to continue discussions on the potential of forming a Yolo County based CCE
program or joining an existing CCE program together.
Next steps
In their report, the Committee provides detail on potential next steps depending on Council
direction. If factors leading to joining MCE are prioritized, relatively simple steps are needed to
wrap up the Committee work and move toward joining MCE. If factors leading to a Davis local
CCE program or Yolo County JPA CCE program are prioritized, the Committee has outlined
what it believes are the next steps, including:
Development of an RFP for a stand-alone CCE program and job description for a CCE
program manager should the Council ultimately decide to proceed with a Davis local
CCE program. This program manager could be either a regular or contract employee.
Evaluation of responses to the RFP.
Continuation of community outreach.
The Committee anticipates that these follow on steps could be completed by late summer. The
proposed budget for the next fiscal year includes funding in the Sustainability Program to
provide consultant support if it is necessary to supplement Committee and staff efforts.
Attachments
1. Community Choice Energy Advisory Committee Progress Report
2. LEAN Energy presentation – April 8, 2015
3. California Clean Power presentation – April 8, 2015
4. City of Lancaster presentation – April 10, 2015
5. Sonoma Clean Power presentation – Community Forum April 23, 2015
6. Marin Clean Energy presentation - Community Forum April 23, 2015
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Key Findings and Recommendations
What Is Community Choice Energy?
California law authorizes cities and counties to establish Community Choice Energy (CCE) programs,
with the city or county purchasing electricity for residents and businesses. Customers may opt-out. The
existing utility continues to maintain and operate the distribution and transmission system, read meters
and does the billing.
Advisory Committee’s Key Findings
1) CCE is potentially a good fit for the City and its residents and businesses.
2) Three CCE programs are operating successfully and serving residents and businesses in 23
California cities and counties; other cities and counties are evaluating CCE programs for their
communities.
3) If the Council wishes to pursue a CCE program, Davis could form its own CCE or join an existing
CCE program.
4) The potential benefits of a CCE outweigh the potential risks.
5) The Committee has some reservations, however, because it lacks sufficiently detailed information
on potential cost risks to the City, and that the community, and more specifically Davis businesses,
have not yet been sufficiently engaged.
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6) The Committee requests further guidance from the City Council on how to proceed.
Guidance Requested from Council
The Committee is interested in hearing Council's thinking and direction on the relative importance of:
1) The degree of local control that is preferred.
2) The development of local energy resources devoted to achieving the City's climate action and
adaptation plan.
3) The amount of staff and monetary resources needed to implement a CCE option.
4) The speed to implement a CCE option.
5) The level of risk acceptable to the City, considering possible mitigation strategies.
Committee Recommendations
1) Pursue development of a CCE program for the City of Davis residents and businesses.
2) The Committee sees two general directions for pursuing a CCE program. Davis could:
a) Join the Marin Clean energy CCE program if the emphasis by the Council is on decreased staff
time, reduced upfront monetary requirements, and minimization or mitigation of economic risk.
b) Pursue a Davis-local CCE program if the Council prefers more local control of procurement of
energy and rate-setting authority, development of local energy renewable resources (with
associated regional economic activity potential), local administration of energy efficiency
programs, future potential expansion of a Davis local CCE into a Yolo countywide CCE, and
accumulation of a revenue reserve account.
3) The direction the Committee is asking of the Council is not for a decision on which of these paths
to take. Rather, the Committee requests an indication if the Council is sufficiently interested in
further evaluation of the Davis local implementation option over joining Marin Clean Energy and
whether it would value the committee’s additional effort to develop greater detail on the former
option.
4) Most importantly, while the MCE option will not be available indefinitely, moving further down
the pathway to the Davis local option does not immediately foreclose the MCE choice. In other
words, off ramps will still exist from exploring the Davis implemented option, including joining
with other CCEs that may be forming.
The report that follows provides more detailed information about the Committee’s deliberations,
findings and reasons behind the recommendations.
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A. Background and Assigned Tasks of the Davis Community Choice Energy Advisory Committee
The Community Choice Energy Advisory Committee was formed at the direction of the Davis City
Council and its members appointed by the Council on February 3, 2015, with one additional member
appointed later. The Committee held its first meeting on February 11, 2015 and has been meeting every
two weeks thereafter.
The Committee's role was to investigate the Community Choice Energy marketplace sufficient to
answer two questions and relay this information to the City Council.
1. Is a CCE program a good fit for Davis? If the answer to this “threshold” question is yes, then:
2. What CCE model is the best fit?
a. Davis local
b. Davis-regional, a program in conjunction with a newly-formed JPA in Yolo County (and/or
in some partnership with other cities or counties)
c. Davis joining an existing CCE, of which only Marin Clean Energy anticipates accepting new
members in the near future.
B. Criteria Used for Evaluation of CCE
The following general criteria questions were posed to all Committee members to consider whether a
CCE is a good option for Davis
1. Consumer Choice - Would Davis ratepayers benefit from additional electricity purchasing choices?
2. Competitive Pricing - Would Davis ratepayers benefit from additional local control related to setting
electricity rates?
3. Local Control - Would Davis ratepayers benefit from additional local control (i.e. setting electricity
rates, establishing local energy efficiency programs, economic development, etc)?
4. Renewable Energy Mix a. Would Davis benefit from additional opportunities to increase renewable electricity used by
Davis ratepayers?
b. Does establishing a CCE increase the potential for the development of local renewable
energy?
5. Risk Mitigation a. Does establishing a CCE increase or mitigate risk to Davis ratepayers?
b. Does establishing a CCE increase or mitigate risk to the City of Davis?
c. Can risk(s) of forming or joining a CCE be mitigated to an acceptable level?
6. Time to implement - Can a CCE be implemented in a reasonable period of time, quickly enough to
capture economic opportunities and avoid costs of a protracted start-up?
7. Public Support- Does community energy have public support in Davis from residents and business?
4
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8. Overall – Does a CCE for Davis have potential benefits that outweigh the potential risks?
If the above questions were answered sufficient to indicate that a CCE is potentially a good fit for the
City of Davis, the following criteria were individually weighed by Committee members in terms of
attractiveness and importance when considering the most advantageous CCE model for the City and
ratepayers relative to potential risks:
1. Strength/Likelihood of Public Support of a CCE
2. Time from Yes/No Decision to Move Ahead with Pursuing a CCE to Serving Customers
3. Economic Benefit to the City in terms of Generating Business and Investment
4. Economic Benefit to Business and Residential Customers
5. Renewable and Locally-Produced Power Choices for Consumers
6 Local Control, Energy Programs, and Rate-Setting Choices for the City
7. Alignment with City Goals for Environmental/Climate Action and Resilience and Innovation
8. Potential City's Costs and Savings over the First Five Years including Staff and Non-Staff Costs
9. Potential City's Risks including Financial, Business Failure, and Risk Sharing or Mitigation
Opportunities
C. Information and Resources Used in Deliberations
The following information sources were used by the Committee or by individual Committee members
in their discussions and deliberations:
1. Background formation documents and Annual Financial Reports for Sonoma Clean Power and
Marin Clean Energy
2. CCE Implementation Plan for the City of Lancaster
3. Interviews and discussions with the CEOs of Marin Clean Energy and Sonoma Clean Power and the
Assistant City Manager for the City of Lancaster.
4. Committee interviews with California Clean Power and individual committee member discussions
with representatives of the CCE consulting firms Pacific Energy Advisers and Community Choice
Partners.
5. The Committee also received insights at a Public Forum that included presentations and discussions
by the CEOs of Marin Clean Energy and Sonoma Clean Power, as well as issues raised by individuals
attending the Forum.The Committee's Cost and Administration Sub-Committee analyzed available
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financial information for existing CCA's in order to understand the basic cost structure, uses of funds
and general magnitudes of revenues and reserves being generated. This information was formatted in a
way that the basic economic outline of a Davis local/regional CCE could be presented based on
realistic and conservative assumptions regarding the percentage of residential and business customers
that might opt-out of the CCE program, generation procurement costs and non-generation costs.
Unfortunately, these specific assumptions cannot be tested without actually proceeding with
development of a CCE implementation plan, developing bottoms up estimates of administrative costs,
and seeking bids for generation services for Davis' specific electricity usage patterns, location and local
resource opportunities and trends. Further, it is important to point out that the CCE structure and
PG&E's embedded generation costs create the opportunity for a CCE to offer competitive rates and the
flexibility to adjust non-generation costs and build reserves in order to remain competitive. Successful
management of a CCE requires informed leadership, governance and innovative approaches to
designing tariff offerings consistent with customer preferences, however. All of these attributes appear
to be present in the three currently operational CCEs in California (Marin, Sonoma, and Lancaster) .
D. Summary of Findings
With respect to the general threshold question of whether a CCE is potentially a good fit for the City
and its residents and businesses, there was general consensus among the Committee members that the
potential benefits of a CCE outweigh the potential risks of moving forward with some form of CCE.
There were reservations expressed that the Committee lacks sufficiently detailed information on
potential cost risks to the City and that the community, and more specifically Davis businesses, have
not yet been sufficiently engaged.
With respect to the most advantageous type of CCE for Davis, there was less consensus. There was
agreement that additional detailed technical and financial information and analysis AND input from the
Council is needed for Committee members to form a specific and informed recommendation on this
question.
To gauge the general pulse of the Committee on this question, however, each Committee member
present outlined their current thoughts on a preferred model at the Committee's May 6, 2015 meeting (4
Committee members were not present at that meeting to express their opinions). The results of those
conversations are summarized below.
1. Davis alone CCE – Given the currently available information, 4 of 6 members queried leaned toward
this model as their top preference. Supporters indicated they felt that this option would provide the
greatest degree of local control of procurement of energy and rate-setting, development of local energy
resources (with associated regional economic activity), potential administration of local energy
efficiency programs, future expansion of a Davis stand-alone CCE into a Yolo Co-wide CCE, and
possible build-up of a profit reserve account over time. All in support of this option agreed that leaving
the door open to additional local jurisdiction members (i.e. forming a Yolo Co JPA) is potentially a
good idea in the future to both reduce and mitigate risk, improve economic stability by increasing the
revenue base, and foster greater regional economic cooperation. At a subsequent meeting, the
Committee also agreed that Davis could explore partnering not only with other Yolo County
jurisdictions, but with other jurisdictions considering or having already formed a CCE.
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Under this scenario, based on analysis of the two existing northern California CCEs, it is projected that
annual customer savings of approximately 5 percent less than existing PG&E electricity procurement
rate could reasonably expected. This option also would support a substantial increase in the renewable
energy component of wholesale power delivered to Davis electricity customers. (This could include,
for example, . increasing the renewable content from PG&E's current 23% to between 33-50% for a
CCE, similar to what Marin Clean Energy and Sonoma Clean Power have done). Alternatively,
reserves could be generated to strengthen the CCE balance sheet and increase its long term flexibility to
source renewable electricity locally. In addition, the Committee estimates that CPUC approval of up to
$600,000 annually in Public Purpose Funds might be secured by a CCE in order to allow a local CCE
to administer locally targeted energy efficiency programs (see Appendix A).
Note: These projected financial impacts are based on best estimates consistent with the actual
financial performance of Marin Clean Energy and Sonoma Clean Power and the financial projects
of the City of Lancaster. However, the future accuracy of these financial projections and the timing
and degree to which any Davis customer may realizes future savings and/or benefits and any income
and/or positive cash flow that may accrue to a Davis CCE in the future will depend on 1) the then
existing market for electricity procurement and the cost of consultative/administrative services
should a Davis CCE enter that market in the future, and 2) the priorities set by the community and
City Council.
2. Davis plus other Yolo Co. jurisdictions CCE (JPA) – Given the currently available information, 1 of
6 members leaned toward this model as their top preference. This option was also generally supported
as a secondary goal if the Davis stand-alone option were initially chosen by the City. The Committee
agreed that this option might and likely would require more time to implement, given the political and
legal impediments occasioned by dealing with multiple jurisdictions having potentially conflicting
goals but could be expected to provide many of the same financial benefits to ratepayers as a Davis
stand-alone CCE.
3. Join an existing CCE - Currently, only joining the Marin CCE is available as an option to the City
and 1 of 6 members leaned toward this model as their top preference. This member felt that joining the
Marin CCE offers a lower risk option under a scenario where Davis lacks the managerial, financial and
advisory resources necessary to envision, plan and operate its own CCE and that some additional
information on the Marin CCE's financial performance should be secured. Others felt that this option
would likely provide future rate-paying savings equivalent to a Davis stand-alone option but would
offer limited influence, not control, over procurement, rate-setting, administration of energy efficiency
programs, etc. Under this scenario, projecting annual ratepayer savings under this scenario would
require direct consultation with Marin Clean Energy representatives.
E. Recommendations
Although the Committee generally favors a Davis local CCE (with the possibility of later
implementation of a broader Yolo Countywide CCE if other county jurisdictions – the County and
other cities – are interested or partnering with other jurisdictions) over joining the Marin CCE, the
Committee does not have a firm recommendation for the Council. This is because it was felt that
Council's goals and intentions should be considered before such a final recommendation is made.
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In particular, the Committee is interested in hearing Council's thinking and direction to the Committee
on the relative importance of:
1) The degree of local control over energy procurement, rate-setting policies, energy efficiency
programs, and development of local energy generation sources, such as solar.
2) The development of local energy resources specifically devoted towards achieving the City's climate
action and adaptation plan.
3) The amount of Staff time and upfront monetary requirements to implement any CCE option.
4) The speed at which a particular implementation option can be deployed.
5) The level of risk acceptable to the City, given possible mitigation strategies.
The direction the Committee is asking of the Council at this time is not for a decision on which of the
paths forward to take, but only an indication if the Council is sufficiently interested in considering the
Davis local option that it would value the committee’s additional effort to develop greater detail on that
option.
If the emphasis by the Council is on decreased Staff time, reduced upfront monetary requirements, and
minimization or mitigation of economic risk, then joining the Marin CCE would presumably be the
preferred option. If so directed, the Committee's work could be concluded quickly, with little additional
investigative work required other than to clarify some financial and legal information from the Marin
CCE. Additional outreach, particularly to the business community is recommended. This could
probably can be performed by existing City and Marin CCE staff personnel assigned to this task possibly with assistance by the Valley Climate Action Center, Cool Davis, and the Coalition for Local
Power.
If, on the other hand, Council is more interested in local control of procurement of energy and ratesetting, development of local energy renewable resources (with associated regional economic activity
potential), local administration of energy efficiency programs, future expansion of a Davis stand-alone
CCE into a Yolo Countywide CCE and possible building up of a profit reserve account over time, then
the initial selection of the Davis stand-alone option would seemingly be the preferred option.
If a Davis stand-alone option is preferred, the Committee feels additional work needs to be performed
by the Committee, as follow:
1. The Committee should help Staff to:
a.

Develop an RFP to solicit proposals from entities interested in working with the City to
implement a stand-alone Davis CCE. The proposals would specify how the entity would work
with the City from initiating CCE formation all the way to beginning service to Davis
customers, including the tasks it would perform and the timelines, how the entity would be
compensated, and other details to be spelled out in the RFP. The Committee notes that it has
met with several parties who would be interested in providing this service, and there are
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significant differences in their approaches. 1
b. Develop a draft position description for manager of a Davis local CCE. The Committee believes
that at least one new position would be needed to oversee the CCE formation process and
manage the CCE on an ongoing basis. The need for any additional staff would depend on the
approach the City chooses, which will be closely tied to the choice of entity who will provide
the services detailed in item a. The Committee would develop this position description for
information purposes only at this point, and would not issue it unless and until the Council
decides to proceed to form a CCE.
2. The Committee would work with City Staff to evaluate responses from the respondents to the RFP
with respect to both their capabilities and the CCE formation approaches they propose. At the end of
this assessment the Committee would offer a final recommendation to the City Council.
3. The Committee should actively participate in additional community outreach particularly to the
business community – possibly with assistance by the Valley Climate Action Center, Cool Davis, and
the Coalition for Local Power.
The Committee estimates that Task 1 would take approximately one month. Allowing approximately
one month for parties to respond to the RFP and another month for evaluation of the responses, the
Committee would expect to deliver its recommendation to the Council by the end of August. The
outreach activities would continue in parallel to the RFP and proposal evaluation.

1

In addition to individual consultants, multiple organizations are adapting their business models
to support the rapidly growing community of California cities and counties exploring the CCE option.
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Appendix A – Financial Analysis
Note: These projected financial impacts are based on best estimates based on the actual financial
performance of Marin Clean Energy (MCE) and Sonoma Clean Power (SCP) and the financial
projects of the City of Lancaster. However, the future accuracy of these financial projections and the
timing and degree to which any Davis customer may realizes future savings and/or benefits and any
income and/or positive cash flow that may accrue to a Davis CCE in the future will depend on 1) the
then existing market for electricity procurement and consultative/administrative services should a
Davis CCE enter that market in the future, and 2) the priorities set by the community and City
Council.
The first following financial analyses compares recent actual financial performance of MCE and SCP
and projected financial returns for the City of Lancaster with that projected returns for a Davis standalone CCE. Historical financial and operational information on MCE and SCP in the first five data
columns were obtained from their respective annual financial reports available online. Various
estimates made in the 6th data column for expenses made for a possible Davis CCE going forward
were made by simply calculating the average % of these financial results for SCP and MCP relative to
their income over the most recently reported two year period. Projected information for the City of
Lancaster CCE in the highlighted 7th data column were obtained from the City's current
Implementation Plan and from the Committee meeting with the City's Assistant City Manager and is
provided for comparative purposes only.
The 2nd following 2-page analysis provides a potential financial scenarios for a Davis stand-alone CCE
from a bottom-up perspective.
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Actual Financial Performance of Other CCEs & Projection Made by the City of Lancaster and Comparable Estimates Made for the City of Davis
ote: Historical financial and operational information on Marin Clean Energy (MCE) and Sonoma Clean Power (SCP) in the first five data columns were obtained from their respective annua
nancial reports available online (also see excepts in attached pdf). Various estimates made in the 6th data column for expenses made for a possible Davis CCE going forward were made
y simply calculating the average % of these financial results for SCP and MCP relative to their income over the most recently reported two year period. Projected information for the City of
ancaster CCE in the highlighted 7th data colum were obtained from the City's current Implementation Plan and from the Committee meeting with the City's Assistant City Manager and is
rovided for comparative purposes only. The timing and degree to which any Davis customer realizes savings & benefits and/or any income and positive cash flow that may accrue to a
ossible Davis CCE in the future will depend on 1) the then existing market for electricity procurement and consultative/administrative services should a Davis CCE enter that market in the
uture as well as 2) the priorities set by the community and City Council.
SCP
CCE Entity and Time Frame

MCE

MCE

MCE

MCE

Davis

Lancaster

Projected 2014Actual 2010-11 Projected 2016 Projected 2016Actual 2013-14 Actual 2012-13 Actual 2011-12
15 _ 1st Full Year
_ 1st Full Year
_ 1st Full Year
17 _ 1st Full Year

Notes

ssumptions and Background Information
umber of Customers and Population
Total Customers

nnual Electricity Sales
Mwh
MWh/customer

162,000

125,000

90,000

1,044,000
6.4

1,279,000
10.2

920,880
10.2

5.00%

4.00%

4.00%

verage Customer Discounts
pprox Average Percent Less Than IOU

13,900

22,722

42,186

MCE estimated assuming similar Mwh/customer as SCP.
20% opt-out assumed for Davis annual use of 261,804
mwh

209,443
9.2

3.00%

2.00%

Varies 1-2% over multiple different residential & commercial tariffs

Estimates provided by MCE, SCP, and Lancaster net of
opt-outs. 20% opt-out assumed for Davis on installed
base of 28,403 Customers

0 – 4%

4.00%

Est. Range

Projected

The % discounts offered by a Davis CCE to ratepayers wil
be primarily determined by the % renewable/local
electricity procurred by the CCE and non-generational
expense costs

nancial Results and Estimates
Assuming 4% Discount

evenues
otal Electricity Sales & Other Revenues

$77,592,000

$85,561,759

$52,579,310

$22,918,843

$14,345,910

$16,950,422

$71,000,000

xpenses
eneration and Related Expenses
% of Revenues

$64,802,000
83.5%

$73,734,457
86.2%

$40,114,369
76.3%

$16,284,978
71.1%

$9,719,963
67.8%

$13,898,572
82.0%

Est 82-84%

on-Generation Expenses (1)
% of Revenues

$9,410,000
12.1%

$10,191,105
13.1%

$8,490,892
10.9%

$3,034,778
3.9%

$3,336,858
4.3%

$2,045,620
12.1%

Est 6-8%

otal Expenses
% of Revenues

$74,212,000
95.6%

$83,925,562
98.1%

$48,605,261
92.4%

$19,319,756
84.3%

$13,056,821
91.0%

$15,944,192
95.4%

Est 90%

et Income (Loss)
et Operating Income
% of Revenue

$3,380,000
4.4%

$1,636,197
1.9%

$3,974,049
7.6%

$3,599,087
15.7%

$1,289,089
9.0%

$1,006,231
4.6%

$7,100,000
Est 10%

eneration and Related Expenses
per MWH

$62.07

$57.65

$43.56

$66.36

#DIV/0!

on-Generation Expenses per Unit
Per customer/year
Per MWH

$58.09
$9.01

$81.53
$7.97

$94.34
$9.22

$90.03
$9.77

$117.81

$240.06

Estimate for Davis CCE based on 51% generation
component of total electricity costs & $.1653/kWh (per
2014 PGE Rate Request)

Estimate for Davis CCE is the average of the most recent
2-year SCP & MCE % procurement costs
Estimate for Davis CCE is the average of the most recent 2
yrs SCP & MCE % non-procurement expense costs

) Non-generation expenses include Staffing and Professional Services Costs, Data Management Costs, Administrative Overhead Costs, Billing Costs, Scheduling Coordination-Grid Management & CAISO Charges, Outreach and Communicatio
osts, CCA Bond and Surety Deposit, Debt Service and Pre-Startup Expense Reinbursement
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Estimated Ecomomic Impacts of Davis CCE Options after 1st Year of Full
Operations
Note: The timing and degree to which any Davis customer realizes savings & benefits
and/or any income and positive cash flow that may accrue to a possible Davis CCE in the
future will depend on 1) the then existing market for electricity procurement and
consultative/administrative services should a Davis CCE enter that market in the future as
well as 2) the priorities set by the community and City Council.
Davis Stand-Alone
CCE Options

High Customer SavingsDriven Scenario

Assumptions and Estimates
Annual Electricity Use inc. Municipal & Schools (MWH)

261,800

Average PG&E Rates ($/kwh)

$0.1653

Annual PG&E Bills inc. Municipal and Schools ($)

$43,276

Procurement Component of Total Electricity Costs (%)
Procurement Cost of PG&E Bills
Average PG&E Procurement Cost ($/MWH)
CCE Procurment & Operations Cost ($/MWH)

51.0%
$22,070,525
$84.30
$76.00

CCE Total Costs after Opt-Out

$16,912,280

Estimated Opt-Out Rate

15.0%

Estimated Electricity Savings to Davis Consumers (% of Total IOU Bill
Before CCE)

5.2%

Assumed % Renewable Component)

33.0%

Estimated Profit Reserves to Davis CCE

4.6%

Public Purpose Funds Average Tariff ($/kwh)

$0.0135

Percentage Potentially Controlled/Implemented by Davis*

17.5%
Davis-Administered

Estimated Total Annual Electricity Savings to Davis Consumers

$983,000

Estimated Total Funds Available to CCE

$817,000
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Davis Stand-Alone

CCE Options

RPS Compliant Product

Estimated Income / Expenses of CCE
Income
Procurred Electricity Payment Receipts

$17,729,000

Expenses
Electricity Procurement
Ancillary Service Requirements
Staffing and Professional Services
Data Management Costs
Administrative Overhead
Billing Costs
Scheduling Coordination & Grid Management Costs

$16,912,000

Energy Efficiency Program Costs
Outreach and Communications Costs
CCA Bond and Security Deposit
Pre-Startup Cost Reimbursement
Debt Service

Net Income (Loss) to Davis CCE - Profit Reserves Available for
Qualified Uses

$817,000

Public Purpose Funds Potentially Available

$619,000
Davis-Administered

Estimated Required Startup Expenses to Launch

$500,000 - $1,000,000
6 mos

Estimated TimelIne to Launch (Mos.)

* - Based on PG&E public purpose fund shares: 60% CARE/FERA, 5% EPIC, 35% energy efficiency & related
programs. Assumes 50% of EE funds can be captured.
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Appendix B – Community Choice Energy (CCE) Description and Background
Community Choice Energy (CCE), also known as Community Choice Aggregation (CCA), is a
mechanism by which a local government jurisdiction (e.g. a City, County, or Joint Power Authority)
contracts directly with wholesale electricity suppliers to purchase electrical power. This power is then
used by residential, business, non-profit, or governmental consumers in its jurisdiction. In essence, the
CCE becomes the energy buying agent for consumers instead of the local IOU. Transmission and
distribution of the electricity is still provided by the IOU as is all customer billing. Individual
customers can choose to “opt-out” of a CCE program.
In 2002, the California enacted a law permitting the creation of Community Choice Aggregation
programs. Under the law ((AB 117; Chapter 838, Statutes of 2002)) a city, county, or Joint Powers
Authority comprised of two or more cities and counties may implement a CCA (or CCE) program. The
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has adopted regulations for implementing the law and
has regulatory authority over the creation of CCEs.
A subsequent law, enacted in 2011 (SB 790; Chapter 599, Statutes of 2011), among other provisions,
requires the CPUC to adopt a code of conduct, associated rules, and enforcement procedures, to govern
the conduct of an electrical corporation (investor owned utilities such as PG&E) relative to the
consideration, formation, and implementation of community choice aggregation programs.2
Once formed, customers within the CCE service area can opt out of the CCE and continue to receive
power from the utility (e.g., PG&E). Those that do not opt out will have their power supplied by the
CCE entity. The utility continues to provide and bill CCE customers for power transmission and other
services (e.g., meter reading, billing). Only the electricity generation portion of electricity service is
provided by the CCE entity. Customers of a CCE continue to pay the same charges for the delivery of
the power (transmission and distribution) and for public purpose programs (about 10% of residential
rates) as those customers that remain with the utility.
As noted, customers within a CCE jurisdiction may choose to opt out of the CCE program, and
continue to receive electric power from the utility. Customers must receive at least four notices of their
ability to opt out of the CCE program — two before CCE service starts, and two more in the first two
2

In particular, the Legislative Counsel’s Digest of the legislation summarizes one provision of the law as
requiring the CPUC adopt rules that do the following:(A) ensure that an electrical corporation does not market
against a community choice aggregation program, except through an independent marketing division that is
funded exclusively by the electrical corporation's shareholders, (B) limit the electrical corporation's
independent marketing division's use of support services from the electrical corporation's ratepayer funded
divisions, (C) ensure that the electrical corporation's independent marketing division does not have access to
competitively sensitive information, (D) incorporate rules that the commission finds to be necessary or
convenient in order to facilitate the development of CCE programs, to foster fair competition.
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billings after CCE service starts. Customers not opting out of the CCE program at the outset of the
program nevertheless retain the ability to opt out later and return to receiving electrical power from the
utility. In the case of a later opt-out by a customer, the CCE program can impose a surcharge to recover
any unrecoverable costs of obtaining power supplies or generation capacity for that customer.
CCE programs have proven successful in other states. In Ohio, the Northeast Ohio Public Energy
Council (NOPEC) operates the largest CCE program in the United States. Formed in 2000, NOPEC
represents 126 communities in eight counties, and has more than 420,000 electrical and 200,000 natural
gas customers. Cape Light Compact, formed in 1997, aggregates power to serve more than 200,000
consumers on Cape Cod in Massachusetts.
CCE programs have been authorized in California since 2002. The first CCE program operating in
California was created in Marin County and began serving customers in May 2010. Called Marin Clean
Energy, the program is operated by the Marin Energy Authority, a joint powers authority comprised of
the County of Marin and the cities of Mill Valley, Fairfax, San Anselmo, San Rafael, Tiburon, and
Sausalito. (Marin County cities of Novato, Ross, and Larkspur also recently decided to join the
program, as well as the cities of Richmond, (in Contra Costa County, and Benicia,(in Solano County,
and the unincorporated areas of Napa County).
In 2013, Sonoma Clean Power commenced service operations and is currently comprised of Sonoma
County and all eight of the cities of the county, except Healdsburg which operates its own municipal
utility. The City of Lancaster, in southern California, also recently began operation of a CCE.
A number of other CCE programs have been proposed but not yet implemented, including programs in
San Francisco (Clean Power SF), the San Francisco East Bay (Oakland, Emeryville and Berkeley), and
the San Joaquin Valley (San Joaquin Valley Power Authority). Other communities considering a CCE
include those in Alameda, Santa Cruz, Los Angeles, and San Mateo counties.
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Appendix C –Statutory Requirements for Formation of a CCE
The California Public Utilities Code (beginning with Section 366.2) specifies the requirements for
formation of a CCE program. The formation process begins with the adoption of an ordinance by the
entity proposing to implement the CCE program, followed by preparation of an Implementation Plan,
which must contain certain elements specified by the statute. The Implementation Plan must also
contain a Statement of Intent by the public entity proposing the CCE program, stating its intention to
provide universal access, reliability, equitable treatment of all classes of customers, and to meet any
other requirements established by state law or by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).
The Implementation Plan must be submitted to the CPUC for review and certification. The entity
proposing the CCE program must also provide to the CPUC any information necessary to allow the
CPUC to determine the cost responsibility surcharge (CRS) applicable to CCE customers. To protect a
utility's remaining customers from rate hikes, the CRS reimburses unavoidable utility power
procurement costs resulting from the loss of customers to the CCE. Within 90 days, the CPUC must
review and certify the Implementation Plan and inform the CCE program of the CRS applicable to it.
The CCE program must also register with the CPUC, and include with the registration an executed
copy of a services agreement between the CCE entity and the utility, governing the services to be
provided by the utility under the CCE program. The CCE entity must also submit evidence of
insurance, self-insurance, or a bond that will cover such costs as potential re-entry fees, penalties
for failing to meet operational deadlines, and errors in forecasting. Once the CCE entity has
registered with the CPUC and signed the services agreement with the utility, the CCE entity must
give the utility a 30-day notice of the commencement of CCE service.
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Appendix D - Potential General Advantages and Risks of a CCE Program
There are a number of potential benefits and risks to having a public CCE entity provide electrical
power rather than an investor-owned utility. The timing and degree to which these benefits and/or
risks will be realized will depend on the priorities set by the community and the governing body
operating the CCE in which the City Council of Davis elects to participate.
Potential benefits include:
1. Increased Renewable Energy Use: Because a CCE entity can select the type of power it
provides to its customers, it can focus on carbon-free, renewable power sources, and reduce its
reliance on generation using fossil fuels such as gas or coal.
2. Local Economic Benefits: If the CCE entity were to focus on local renewable generation
sources, the millions of dollars paid by local residents and businesses would stay "at home"
rather than be paid to the utility, thus creating local jobs and improving the local economy.
3. Local Control: The operations and priorities of PG&E are determined by its shareholders, its
management, and the CPUC. In contrast, the governing board of the CCE entity would be
comprised of local employees, residents, or elected officials, so that residents could more easily
influence decisions about the operation and priorities of the CCE entity.
4. Lower Financing Costs: Because public entities are able to finance electrical generation
facilities with tax-exempt bonds and do not have to pay dividends to shareholders, a public
CCE program may, in the long run, be able to provide electrical power at a lower cost than
utilities.
5. Rate Stability: By increasing the amount of power obtained from long-term contracts or selfowned generation facilities, a public CCE can lock in electricity prices and provide improved
stability to its customers. Business customers in particular tend to value predictability in their
energy costs to aid in business planning.
6. Increased Consumer Choice: A public CCE increases consumer choice, by giving customers
an option of receiving power from the CCE entity or remaining with the utility. Likewise, the
public CCE can offer tariff options of particular value to local electricity customers, including
those that feature high percentages of locally and/or renewable generated power.
7. Increased Conservation Programs: A public CCE could choose to undertake more
aggressive locally-focused and tailored energy efficiency and conservation programs than
the utility, reducing consumers' overall energy costs and further reducing local greenhouse
gas emissions.
8. Providing a Market for Small-Scale Renewable Energy: A public CCE can provide a
market for small-scale private renewable energy projects (such as photovoltaics), and thus
help encourage the development of those projects.
Potential risks or drawbacks include:
1. Decreased Per Capita Energy Usage - Risk that low per capita electricity usage and
revenue attrition due to on site solar expansion and energy efficiency programs in the
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future would result in high per unit fixed costs and an inadequate revenue needed to
achieve long term rate parity with PG&E, leading to higher opt out percentages.
2. Changing Utility Rates - Risk that near term and hard to predict changes in PG&E tariffs
will make the achievement of rate parity more difficult during the critical early years of a
Davis CCE’s operation.
3. Eroding Favorable Energy Procurement Market - Risk that wholesale electricity
generation market conditions that favored early CCE initiatives will erode before Davis is
able to move forward with CCE and achieve stable positive net income.
4. Legislative and Regulatory Changes - Risk that further legislative and regulatory
initiatives by the state's for profit utilities will result in unplanned operating costs or price
competition and undermine the launch strategies used by Marin and Sonoma to quickly
achieve positive cash flows.
5. Competition for Outsourcing Resources - Risk that capacity to support CCE expansion in
California will not keep pace with demand, resulting in an inability to outsource critical
functions to competent consultants and service providers.
6. Business Failure of Outsourced Resources - Risk that consultants and service providers
engaged by Davis might go out of business, withdraw, or otherwise prove undependable,
leaving Davis with a need to develop in-house capacity without sufficient operating
margins to cover the cost.
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-

PG&E Fees

•
•
•
•

$93.87

$49.50

Generation

Total Cost

$44.37

22%

PG&E

Delivery

508 kWh
E-1/Res-1

$90.77

$6.27

$40.13

$44.37

MCE
Light
Green
50%

$95.85

$6.27

$45.21

$44.37

MCE
Deep
Green
100%

$122.78

$6.27

$72.14

$44.37

MCE
Local
Solar
100%
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PG&E Fees
Total Cost

•
•
•
•

$297.24

Delivery
Generation

PG&E
22%
$154.70
$142.54

1,405 kWh
A-1/Com-1

$15.45
$281.15

MCE
Light
Green
50%
$154.70
$111.00
$15.45
$295.20

MCE
Deep
Green
100%
$154.70
$125.05

$15.45
$369.66

MCE
Local
Solar
100%
$154.70
$199.51
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A not-for-profit, community renewable energy provider

Marin Clean Energy

2

•

•

•

About MCE
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• Report to California Public Utilities Commission,
California Energy Commission, and customers

• Public oversight of rates, power sources and policies

• Local government elected officials

• 17-Member Board of Directors

MCE Board of Directors

3
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Delivery rates stay the same
Generation rates vary by service option
PG&E assesses additional fees for MCE customers
Light Green is less expensive than PG&E service

Residential Cost Comparison

8
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Delivery rates stay the same
Generation rates vary by service option
PG&E assesses additional fees for MCE customers
Light Green is less expensive than PG&E service

Commercial Cost Comparison

9
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~$9,000 (2013)

• City of Novato

~$66,000 (2014)

• West Contra Costa Unified School District

~$107,000 (2014)

• City of Richmond

~$30,000 (2013)
~$47,000 (2014)

• City of San Rafael

Cost Savings to Cities & Special Districts
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Both are state programs administered by PG&E. They will
continue to provide the same discount on MCE customer
bills.

Medical Baseline is a program which effectively discounts
electricity for customers with necessary medical equipment
consuming electricity.

CARE and FERA are programs which discount electricity for
households with limited income.

MCE customers receive the exact same savings from these
programs as PG&E customers.
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• Net Energy Metering (NEM) – MCE serves 3,800 rooftop
solar customers, totaling 35.2 MW

• Feed In Tariff (FIT) – a standard offer 20 year contract
for renewable projects <1 MW located within MCE’s
service territory

Local Generation Opportunities
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• Cash rebates (30-55% of project costs) for
commercial and multi-family
customers

• Behavior-based residential efficiency program

• On-bill financing loans with River City Bank

• No-cost direct installs for multifamily tenant
units

• No-cost energy assessments for multifamily
properties and businesses: Valued at $3,000 $5,000

Energy Efficiency Programs Highlights
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mceCleanEnergy.org | 1 (888) 632-3674

Thank you! Questions?

